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In the face of the increasing needs of cybersecurity professionals from US public and private
sectors, many universities have created various cybersecurity education programs. Penetration
testing, as a critical component in cybersecurity training, often requires setting up virtual
machines (VM) with various vulnerabilities. However, it is usually time-consuming and
technically difficult to fine tune vulnerabilities in VM systems. In this paper, we present an
automatic security patch removal tool that can fine tune various Windows VM systems to precise
levels of vulnerabilities, and easily employed by students and educators alike. This tool can
create virtual machines that simulate different security states in the Windows operating system
timeline and gives a more realistic view of the every-changing state of cybersecurity to the
students pursuing an education in the field.

1. Introduction

In the current Internet-connected world, most companies, government agencies, and ordinary
people heavily rely on the cyber world for information and data management, processing, and
exchange. Information leakage and data breaches become increasingly damaging to business,
government and people’s life, and hackers have more incentive to attack for ﬁnancial and
political gains. In recent years, we are facing an increasing trend of major security breaches and
incidents happening in every aspect of our society, including security breaches to major retailers
such as Target Corp. in 2013 (Rosenblum, 2014), data breach to government agencies such as
Office of Personnel Management in 2015 (Davidson, 2015), data breach to major banks such as
the JPMorgan Chase (Crowe, 2015), and data breach to major health insurance companies such
as Anthem Inc. (Riley, 2015), etc.
Facing such continuous and costly cyberattacks, there is a tremendous need of education
programs on educating and training students and professional capable to conduct cybersecurity
analysis and investigation. Penetration testing labs and experiments are best conducted on targets
with various vulnerabilities. These computer systems can take the form of virtual machines
(VM), to cut down on the cost of obtaining and maintaining additional hardware. However, not
many readily available vulnerable VM systems exist. Additionally, it is time-consuming and
technically difficult to fine tune vulnerabilities in those systems. For example, to set up Windows
XP system as penetration testing target, we only have the WinXP VM with service pack 2,
service pack 3, and fully security-patched versions to use. This inevitably misrepresents the
gradual state of security of Windows systems over time.
In this paper, we present an easy-to-use and automatic approach to remove security patches in
order to create fine-grained vulnerable Windows systems for cybersecurity educators. In the real
world, Windows systems do not implement a sweep of security patches all at once. As each

vulnerability is discovered, a new security patch will be released accordingly. Given this reality,
cybersecurity educators need to provide a virtual Windows VM system with a fine grain of
vulnerabilities to better echo the ever-changing levels of vulnerabilities and security patches in
the world. We sought to create an automatic tool able to produce virtual machines that simulate
different points in the Windows operating systems life cycle when security patches were
implemented. This tool removes the most recent security patches up to a defined point, leaving
the system vulnerable to recently-discovered attacks. It uses non-invasive, system-provided
methods to ensure that no vulnerabilities are artificially introduced through the process. This
essentially returns the system to a state before the vulnerabilities were patched, simulating the
system that attackers at that time had access to. This allows students to study the system and
exploit the vulnerability with the benefit of hindsight. With the ability to fine-tune the system to
various levels of security, educators are able to provide a more realistic and accurate penetration
testing target system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe work related to this tool in Section 2.
In Section 3 we present the detailed design and procedure of the automatic security patch
removal tool developed for Windows XP and later Windows systems. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 4.

2. Related Work

There is a stark skill shortage in the field of cybersecurity (Conklin, Cline, & Roosa, 2014).
Educational programs that focus on cybersecurity are often splintered along program lines (for
example, information technology, computer science, computer information science, etc.)
(Conklin, Cline, & Roosa, 2014). In addition, the majority of those who study cybersecurity go
on to work in industry rather than working in research or higher education (McGettrick, 2013).
This results in fewer accredited experts available to teach in the field of security. Education in
the field of cybersecurity suffers from natural difficulties because of these factors. Any tool that
can ease the way of students and educators alike to explore cybersecurity is vital to meeting the
demands of a more interconnected world than ever.
Offering courses in cybersecurity is an effective way to educate about the theoretical aspects of
security. However, a workshop of recognized experts run by ACM's education board determined
without a doubt that studying theory is not enough to prepare a potential cybersecurity
professional (McGettrick, 2013). In the light of the shift of infrastructure from physical to
electronic control and the rising number and severity of cyber-attacks, the DETER project was
created (Mirkovic, et al., 2010). The DETER project was funded by the United States
Department of Homeland Security, the National Science Foundation, and several other
institutions (Mirkovic, et al., 2010). The project aimed to created resources for cyber security
experimentation in the form of the DETER cyber security testbed (Mirkovic, et al., 2010).
However, the testbed was difficult to apply to education, because of how difficult it was to use
(Mirkovic, et al., 2010). It also struggled to create an environment of realism for rising security
professionals (Mirkovic, et al., 2010). The goal of this paper is to offer a simpler tool that can
better emulate the ever-changing environment of cybersecurity.
Learning how to create secure systems is key and cannot be done without learning how to exploit
vulnerabilities. Fortunately, there are a vast number of exploitative tools available to run
penetration testing - a controlled attack to test the security of a system. Kali Linux is an operating

system with a suite of penetration tools (Hayajneh, Denis, & Zena, 2016). Wireshark, and Nmap
are valuable tools that can be used to gather information necessary for gathering data necessary
to attack a system (Hayajneh, Denis, & Zena, 2016). Metasploit is commonly used to attack a
system (Hayajneh, Denis, & Zena, 2016). The tools are easily available to attempt attacks, but
what about systems to experimentally exploit? Most educators use available virtual machines to
teach the foundations of exploitation, as the main vulnerability in a system is generally its own
operating system (Hayajneh, Denis, & Zena, 2016). However, these operating systems serve as a
snapshot of the operating system in a singular state. Since the security of an operating system
changes with each update, it would better imitate the evolution of security if there was a tool to
easily roll back a virtual machine to states before major security patches and follow the timeline
of an active operating system.

3. Automatic Security Patch Removal

Different versions of Windows operating systems could have very different architectures and
kernel programs. Thus we need to design the automatic security patch removal tool according to
the targeted operating system. In this paper, we first design the patch removal tool and process
for Windows XP. Because Microsoft stopped supporting Windows XP and its VM in 2014
(Microsoft, 2014), we have also designed and developed the automatic security patch removal
tool targeting Windows 7 and later Windows operating systems, since they handle security
updates differently.
3.1.
Motivation and Objective
The objective for this project is to create an easily-implemented tool that can set a virtual
machine to various vulnerable states based on the timeline of that operating system, along which
vulnerabilities were discovered and patched. The first studied and proposed timeline is for
Windows XP. Before stopped supporting Windows XP virtual machine (Microsoft, 2014),
Microsoft provided three specific states of XP virtual machines: without any service pack, with
service pack 2, and with service pack 3. That means we can set up Windows XP VMs with three
different sets of vulnerabilities. But in the real world, the OS vulnerability situation is much
more complex: for the same OS with the same service pack, different users may have updated
the security patches on their computers in different ways. Some users may never install security
patches, some users may manually install security patches and thus their computers have not
been patched for the last two months, while others may automatically update their security
patches.
Therefore, to better train students dealing with real-world penetration testing or security
hardening, educators would have to painstakingly and selectively remove security updates in
reverse chronological order until they had reached the desired timeline point to create the
corresponding vulnerable VM. This process, in addition to being time-consuming, is made more
difficult by the built-in expiry in Windows virtual machines. For example, Windows XP VM
provided by Microsoft will expire just 30 days after installation. This setup task, therefore, would
have to be undertaken repeatedly for each state of security and each time the virtual machine
expires. This makes penetration testing at finer grains of security nearly impossible or too timeconsumed to set up.
The proposed tool is to automate the process of removing security updates up to a specific key
point along the timeline. This is feasible because we can obtain the accurate patch timeline

information from an OS provider. For example, Microsoft Security Bulletin provides the
complete list and explanation of its released security patches for Windows OS (Microsoft
Security Bulletins, n.d.).

Figure 1: A timeline of Windows XP security updates
Let us use Windows XP service pack 3 Operating System as an example. Fig. 1 shows four welldocumented security updates of Windows XP that patched critical vulnerabilities, according to
the Microsoft Security Bulletins. we can create the following five different VMs with different
sets of vulnerabilities by applying our proposed security patch removal tool on a fully-patched
Windows XP VM to reversely remove all security patches after a specific time:
•
•
•
•
•

VM 1: has all four vulnerabilities (after removing all security patches whose KB number
is equal or larger than KB958644)
VM 2: is secure against MS08-067 related attacks, but vulnerable to attacks against the
other three vulnerabilities (after removing all security patches whose KB number is larger
than KB958644)
VM 3: is secure against MS08-067 and MS09-001 related attacks, but vulnerable to
attacks against MS10-018 and MS10-046 (after removing all security patches whose KB
number is larger than KB958687)
VM 4: is vulnerable to MS10-046 related attacks, but secure against all other three
attacks (after removing all security patches whose KB number is larger than KB980182)
VM 5: is secure against all four attacks (without removing any security patches)

Windows XP has more than 300 critical vulnerabilities (Windows XP Vulnerabilities, n.d.).
Although some vulnerabilities can be secured with a single security patch, we can still create in
the scale of hundreds of different versions of vulnerable WinXP VMs.
3.2.
Windows XP
Because of the wide usage of Windows XP for a long time in the past, and its many welldocumented security exploits, Windows XP is often the primary target in penetration testing
education. In this section we first introduce our developed automated security patch removal tool
for Windows XP virtual machine.
Work began on trying to find a way to remove updates in order. The first attempt was to remove
them via a command line. This was unsuccessful because the Windows Update Standalone
Installer is only available starting from Windows Vista. A seemingly close solution was to run a
script that would run the uninstall .exe files in the system files of each update, identified and
filed by their Microsoft Knowledge Base ID number. However, this only managed to reduce the
workload on the user by one click per update, when compared to manual un-installation from the
control panel. From here we considered simulating key presses or other user input via program
script, but all potential solutions would be very complex and error prone since the large amount

of security updates in Windows XP have many different forms and behaviors when they are
uninstalled. It is clear that this script, while a minor improvement, is not enough and robust for
widespread use in cybersecurity education.
Upon further exploration of system files, we discovered that under the hidden system folder,
C:\System Volume Information (Fig. 2), Windows XP stores all restore points that could be used
by the System Restore Tool (Fig. 3). From this discovery, we took a different approach to
creating the patch removal tool. If we created a series of restore points corresponding to different
points in the Windows XP timeline, copying one of the specific restore point folders into the
system folders of a Windows XP virtual machine, the corresponding timeline could be easily
restored via using the System Restore Tool. Early tests of this solution were faced with unusual
problems. For example, restore points would alter the certificates that ensured the virtual
machine would expire, often shortening the lifespan of the virtual machine. With careful
navigation of administrative access and system folder alteration, we finally successfully restored
virtual machines to a predefined restore point.

Figure 2: The hidden system folder containing restore points.

Figure 3: The system restore tool with the imported restore point used to reset the system to a
point before all restore points

3.3.
Windows 7 and Further
In 2014, Microsoft has stopped supporting Windows XP, and removed the XP virtual machine
from its VM downloading repository (Microsoft, 2014). In addition, security professionals would
benefit more from educating on active and widely deployed operating systems. For these
reasons, we refocused our efforts on the newer OS system, a Windows 7 virtual machine. After
investigating the system files of the new virtual machine, it became clear that the system files
were protected even from administrators, and the file containing the restore points was beyond
reasonable access. Additionally, the uninstall .exe files that Windows XP stored according to the
KB numbers was not stored in Windows 7. Thus the previous approached used in Windows XP
would not work on Windows 7.
However, Windows 7 does have the Windows Update Standalone Installer (wusa.exe). The
installer could be launched from the command prompt, has commands for uninstalling updates,
and GUI prompts could be suppressed. We experimented with writing a batch file that could
uninstall the updates. After batch scripts failed, we switched to PowerShell, which is readily
available on the Windows 7 virtual machine.

Figure 4: Formatted script, without comments or shutdown options.
Fig. 4 shows the bulk of the final script in our automated patch removal tool. The first course of
action is to isolate the KB numbers of all already-installed updates (line 3 of Fig. 4). We opt to
do this rather than work from a previous list. While using a pre-processed list of updates would
have reduced processing time when running this script, generating a new list at the initial stage
of the script would make the patch removal tool to function well on a variety of virtual machines,
which we believe worth the cost of processing time.
The list of KB numbers is extracted using the wmic command, which is already provided by
Windows. The list of updates is stored in a temporary file, final.txt. The first prototype failed to
completely remove some updates, even after running through the script multiple times. In
exploring this issue, we checked through the list of updates, and noticed that the KB number
increased chronologically. However, when removing security updates, we have to uninstall the
newest update first since a security update was programmed in most cases depending or
correlating to previous older updates. After finding out this reason, we fixed the issue by simply
reversing the list (line 7 of Fig. 4) and storing it in a new temporary file, next.txt. By uninstalling
the updates in reverse chronological order, we prevented updates that were dependent on
previous updates from being corrupted before they could be uninstalled.
Initially, we launched the wusa process from PowerShell, but the process tried to run multiple
instances of wusa at the same time which is not permitted by the Windows System. Instead of
inserting a pause, which seemed unreliable, depending on the update being uninstalled, we
simply launched a command prompt to run the tool (line 19 of Fig. 4). This would force a wait
until the process was completed before running the next instance. We then altered the script to
accept user input to choose a stopping point in line 13 of Fig. 4, and looped through the updates,
uninstalling them until reaching the given KB number or - if an invalid KB number was provided
- until all security updates were removed.

Figure 5: The script in action.
The current prototype can uninstall all security updates except for a few that are protected,
presumably by Microsoft, after running the script three times with restarting the system after
each run. The script will successfully stop removing patches at the given KB number. This
means that an instructor (or similar expert) would be able to provide the KB number of the
update which patched the desired vulnerability, often found on the security bulletins on the
Microsoft developer website.
The script has been tested on Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 virtual machines with success, and
initial research into the Windows 10 operating system looks promising - it handles updates in the
same way as its tested predecessors, and the script does run successfully. However, because of
the newness of Windows 10, there are few confirmed vulnerabilities that a full exploit could test
at this time.

4. Conclusion
Cybersecurity education is struggling to keep up with the pace at which cybersecurity
professionals are needed. This paper presents a flexible and efficient security patch removal tool
that can help instructors provide better and faster penetration testing or cyber competition
education. The current prototype serves as a promising proof of concept. The script could revert
virtual machines by automatically uninstalling security patches, granular enough to fine tune a
virtual machine to a desired point, workable on multiple versions of the Windows operating
system, and easy to be used by a general user or instructor. The tool enables educators to reverse
the clock on the security of Windows virtual machines with ease, making it possible to give
students a clearer picture of the ever-changing state of security of a system. An educator could
create and quickly configure virtual machines for each penetration testing or competition
exercise with the proposed tool. Because of its use of scripts and system tools, the proposed tool
can be used on both large and small scales.
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